
Vivareans share how our
condominium is one big family,
making it one of the best places to
live in Mumbai. P - 10.
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Editor's Note
Dear Residents,

Welcome to the inaugural
edition of VIVAREA's vibrant
newsletter! We are thrilled
to present you with a
delightful blend of updates,
events, and stories that
capture the essence of our
wonderful community. Join
us on this exciting journey as
we celebrate togetherness,
share laughter, and build
lifelong memories. Happy
reading!

Warm regards,

Ahmar Syed
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TOWER A’S MARVELOUS MEDICAL
CENTRE & PHYSIO ROOM
EXTRAVAGANZA.

HEALTHY
HAPPENINGS: 

Feeling under the weather? 
We've got great news! Tower A  
now houses our state-of-the-art
Medical Centre, as well as our  
incredible Centre for
Rehabilitation and Sports
Medicine. Located at the LB and
ML level, respectively, these
facilities are managed by the
renowned H.N Reliance
Foundation Hospital, are ready to
cater to your healthcare needs
with expertise and care.

by H.N Reliance Foundation Hospital
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Opening Day of
Medical Centre

 Medical Centre
Reception

Inside the physio
room
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We’re delighted to announce the
opening of our in-house nursery at the
LB level near the Kennel Park area. Now
our residents can embark on a green
journey right within our condominium.
This lush haven offers a wide variety of
plants. 

In our continuous efforts to promote
environmental awareness, we recently
celebrated Environment Day with a
special activity in our ML gardens. A group
of enthusiastic residents came forward to
plant trees, embracing their role as
caretakers of our beautiful surroundings.
This initiative not only enhances the
natural beauty of our gardens but also
instills a sense of responsibility towards
the environment in our community.
Additionally, we’ve also built bund walls
in the gardens of Tower A, B, C, and D to
prevent soil aging, ensuring our
surroundings stay lush and beautiful.
Moreover, we take immense pride in
maintaining a clean and inviting
environment, which has earned us a
certificate of appreciation from the
BrihanMumbai Municipal Corporation.

GROWING TOGETHER WITH
JOY AND GREENERY!

NURSERY
NURTURES:

Nursery
Inaugaration Day

World Environment
Day

Bund Walls Built

Certificate from BMC
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SPARKLING
CLOTHES
AND
SMILES:
COURTESY OF WECLEAN
AT TOWER C LB.

Say goodbye to laundry woes and
embrace a hassle-free laundry
experience at our brand new
WeClean facility in Tower C LB. This
well-equipped laundry facility is your
one-stop solution for all your laundry
needs, offering specialized
treatments such as steam ironing,
shoe spa, and bag spa. Delight in the
convenience of having your laundry
taken care of while you focus on
enjoying the best of our vibrant
community. Let WeClean make your
laundry sparkle and leave you with
more time to indulge in the joys of
condominium living!

Laundromat Launch Day

WeClean Entrance

Inside WeClean 



Say goodbye to long walks within
the condominium! Introducing
Buggy Bliss—a convenient buggy
service designed to make getting
around our vibrant community a
breeze. Hop aboard and enjoy a
comfortable and effortless
commute to your desired
destination within the
condominium.

CRUISIN'
WITH STYLE:

BUGGY BLISS OFFERS A ZESTY
RIDE THROUGH OUR LIVELY
CONDOMINIUM!
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REVAMPED POOLSIDE
RETREAT:
SPLASH INTO STYLE IN OUR ALL-NEW CHANGING ROOMS!

Step into luxury and
convenience as we unveil
the stunning
transformation of our Men
and Women changing
rooms near the swimming
pool. The revamped spaces
are designed to elevate
your poolside experience
with a touch of elegance
and flair. Whether you’re
preparing to take a dip or
winding down after a
refreshing swim, these
revamped changing rooms
offer a comfortable and
stylish oasis for you to relax,
refresh, and make a splash
in style!

Buggy Driver

Buggies At Standby

Ladies Changing Room

Men's Changing Room
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POWERING
GREEN
DREAMS:
PARTNERSHIP WITH TATA
POWER MAKES SUSTAINABLE
ATTAINABLE.

We're proud to announce our
commitment to a greener future
in collaboration with Tata Power.
From installing common EV
charging stations to collecting 
e-waste, we're taking steps to
reduce our carbon footprint. As
an added bonus, our investment
in Tata Power projects means
they will share electricity
generated from their solar power
plants with our condominium,
resulting in reduced electricity
bills.

Common EV Station

TATA Power Solar Panels

TATA Power Solar
Power Plant



From Breakfast Bites 
to Sufi Delights!

Let’s take a stroll down the memory lane and relive the

incredible moments from our past events
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We started the year with a
delightful Annual
Breakfast that brought the
community together. Then
came the flag hoisting on
Republic Day, filling us
with patriotic pride. The
Vivarea Premier League
(VPL) cricket tournament
stole the show, with 250
enthusiastic residents
showcasing their skills
over four thrilling days. We
also had a splash-tastic
celebration during Holi
Rangutsav, complete with
DJ music and water
sprinklers. The Jashn-e-Eid
enchanted us with a
mesmerizing Sufi night
and a delectable buffet
featuring the soulful tunes
of Abhigyan Das. 
And let’s not forget the
unforgettable camping
movie night, where our
little residents enjoyed an
overnight adventure right
within Vivarea itself,
creating memories under
the starry skies.”
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Men's VPL Women's VPL

Senior's VPL Annual Breakfast

Holi Dahan Republic Day

Holi Rangutsav Camping Night

Jashn-e-Eid



GAME ON: VTL AND VBL
CONDOMINIUM CHAMPIONSHIPS UNLEASHED!”

Mark your calendars for the exciting upcoming events! 
First up, we have the Vivarea Table Tennis League (VTL) on
September 2nd and 3rd, where our talented residents will
compete for glory. Then, get ready for the Vivarea Badminton
League (VBL) happening on October 7th and 8th, promising
thrilling matches and intense rivalries on the court.
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VTL 2022

VBL 2022



Mr. IndraKumar Bagri, shares his
experience on VIVAREA and how it
is as a community. The premium
amenities and lively events that
are organized have appealed to
him.
He clearly states that VIVAREA is
one of the best places to live
across the city.

"KUCHH BHI HO, EAST OR
WEST, VIVAREA IS THE BEST"

~ Mr. IndraKumar Bagri

Mrs. Jairazbhoy and her friend Mrs.
Shubha Verma, talk about the
delightful evening gatherings.
Witness the infectious happiness
and deep bonds shared by our
senior residents.

"WE COME EVERY EVENING, WE
SIT, WE CHAT. WE LITERALLY
LOOK FORWARD FOR THE CLOCK
TO STRIKE 6:00 PM." 

~ Mrs. Jairazbhoy

RESIDENT CHRONICLES:
STORIES STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART OF OUR
VIVAREANS!
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https://youtu.be/WOSAdW-Nwoc
https://youtu.be/WOSAdW-Nwoc
https://youtu.be/ziuitchqWrg
https://youtu.be/ziuitchqWrg


We would like to extend our gratitude to all the residents for their
continued support and cooperation in making VIVAREA a wonderful place

to live. We hope that you have found this newsletter informative and
useful. If you have any feedback or suggestions, do reach out to us on the

link provided below. Thank you for making VIVAREA, what it is!

https://forms.gle/QZZH848ukK16z2Sy6

https://forms.gle/QZZH848ukK16z2Sy6
https://forms.gle/QZZH848ukK16z2Sy6
https://forms.gle/QZZH848ukK16z2Sy6
https://forms.gle/QZZH848ukK16z2Sy6
https://forms.gle/QZZH848ukK16z2Sy6
https://forms.gle/QZZH848ukK16z2Sy6

